Incident summaries from Risk Manager software
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Incident ID: 1049476
Location: Southern SI - Murihiku
Date: 27 June 2019
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Incident title: 1080 cat bait delivered to wrong address and signed for by unlicenced person

at

Hazard Source: Hazardous substances

rm

Risk rating:
Accident Description:

In

fo

The Maukahuka team had ordered some 1080 cat bait and arranged for delivery to the workshop on
Bond Street. A staff member with their 1080 Approved handler had been arranged to take
possession of the bait at the workshop and store it and register it appropriately.
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However the address the freight company had was 65 Eye street (Maukahuka team member gave
the wrong address to the freight company)) and the bait was delivered to this location. The staff
member at the Quarantine store (casual contract) signed for the bait not knowing that they
shouldn't have, as they were not an approved handler for 1080.
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No-one was aware that this was a potential incident as it was not really understood until the
supervisor had a conversation with an Approved 1080 handler who explained about the need for the
toxin to be signed for and a register maintained for the life of the toxin.
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On discussion after the issue was highlighted to the supervisor, the other staff on site at the
quarantine store also had no idea that they shouldn't sign for restricted goods such as this.
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Immediate Corrective Action Taken:

un

The bait was relocated to the workshop by a 1080 licence holder, stored appropriately and listed on
the pesticide register on site.
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Staff were informed not to sign for anything that they are unsure of. The staff members supervisor
informed the Maukahuka project manager of the incident.
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Description of Findings:
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Incident is still open

Incident ID: 52887
Location: Ops Western SI : Greymouth
Date: 20 November 2018
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Incident title: 1080 carry bag found in shared office
Hazard Source: Hazardous substances
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Risk rating:
Accident Description:
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I have an office space I share with 4 other staff. There is boxes of gear in our office - gear we use on
a daily basis. I was sorting out gear for some upcoming field work and was rummaging through the
boxes. I found, amongst one of the boxes of "vegetation monitoring" gear, a carry bag we use for
carrying 1080 as part of our recent operations.
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It is a canvas bag and has a tag on it saying 1080 with the hazard information on it. The bag was
empty, no poison or poison bags inside the carry bag. The condition of the bag suggest it is a used
bag, not a new bag. Since we have not had an operation since Sept 2018 the bag has likely been
sitting in the office for at least 2 months.
At the time I was not wearing gloves when I grabbed the bag.
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Immediate Corrective Action Taken:
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Supervisor informed.
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I put on nitrile gloves, placed the bag in a box, and carried it across to our gear shed. The bag is now
stored in front of the pesticide store as I don't have keys to access the back area in our herbicide and
pesticide shed.
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I also wiped down, with water, the gear and box this 1080 carrier bag was found in.
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After logging this incident I plan on writing an email to all the staff that share this office so that they
are aware of the situation
Description of Findings:
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Following interviews with all staff that could have any association with 1080 field operations I
conclude that the bag is most likely to have been in this gear box since the early spring of 2017
ground operations carried out by either community group or contractor. Given the timeframe we
are unlikely to be able to determine how the bag ended up in the gear box. It is not a bag used by
the team at any time. The gear boxes should not be kept in the offices

Incident ID: 951113
Location: Ops Northern NI – Bay of Islands
Date: 29 September 2018
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Incident title: Handling bait
Hazard Source: Hazardous substances
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Risk rating:
Accident Description:

and s 9(2)(a)
of s 9(2)(a)
had not long finished clearing the Track from
Cape Brett to Deep Water Cove after the aerial 1080 operation, they had removed their gloves and
washed their hands and were waiting to be picked up off the beach. Two Public Health Officers
(PHO) were on the boat when it came in to get them and asked to be shown up the track. s 9(2)(a)
walked with them, he came across 3 baits on the track, the first 2 he flicked off with a stick but the
third was in grass and would not move, s 9(2)(a) bent down and flicked it out off the grass with his bare
hand.
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s 9(2)(a)
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Immediate Corrective Action Taken:

Realising what he had done s 9(2)(a) washed his hand as soon as he was able.
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Description of Findings:
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The contractors had completed their tasks and were caught unawares by the request to go back
down the track. On seeing bait that had fallen since they had walked out their instant response was
to remove it, when a stick did not do the job hands were used.
Unprepared for a possible encounter with bait and the need to remove it clouded thinking
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Summary of recommendations:
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Remind team to stop and review if plans change
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As part of investigation the contractor has been asked to treat the site as a workplace until leave,
contractor to speak to team to identify triggers that will help them to think about the hazards when
a task changes.

Incident ID: 929022
Ops Southern SI: Rakiura
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Date: 11 July 2018
Incident title: Unauthorised burial of 1080 pellets
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Hazard Source: Hazardous substances
Safety consequence: Near Miss/No injury
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Risk rating: 2. Low

rm

Accident Description:
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This incident has been logged in Risk Manager to facilitate linkage with the ICAM investigation and to
capture any actions arising. This is based on advice sought by s 9(2)(a)
from s 9(2)(a)
given the nature of the incident as primarily being a contract compliance issue and potentially not a
health and safety issue at all.
(then Acting Operations Manager - Rakiura) was notified by Tony Leith of Leith
Contracting Ltd that they had been requested to partake in an media interview regarding the
Rakeahua Possum Control job that they had been contracted to deliver on behalf of DOC - Rakiura.
Tony elaborated by describing an incident whereby he and another staff member buried between 50
and 75 kilograms of wet and unusable 1080 cereal pellets within the possum control operational
area about a month and a half prior. This notification was made on the 11th of July 2018 at
approximately 2.15pm regarding an incident that occurred approximately 6 weeks prior. The second
staff member had evidently gone to the media with the story and it later became apparent that
filming at the burial location had already taken place.
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s 9(2)(a)
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Immediate Corrective Action Taken:

immediately notified the Acting Operations Director - SSI (s 9(2)(a)
) and National Media
Advisor (Herb Christophers) of the information received. A team was established to respond to the
incident running through the Operations chain of command.
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s 9(2)(a)
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The buried 1080 was located the day after the notification was received (12th of July 2018) after the
response team was able to determine a reliable description of the location from the media
journalist. This was removed by DOC staff and the site cleaned up. Removed toxin is currently stored
at the Rakiura Base pesticide store.
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Description of Findings:
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The immediate cause of the unauthorised dumping of the 1080 was poor decision making by the
contractor Tony Leith. A Leith Contractors employee who was involved in the burial of the 1080
stated that he thought Tony Leith made the decision to bury the 1080 to save money. He also
identified issues around a lack of safety briefings, PPE and unsupervised use of the toxin by someone
who did hold the required Controlled Substance License. We have attempted to talk to Tony to ask
him what caused him to dump the 1080 rather than store it and return it to DOC as required under
Schedule 2 Section 3.4 of his Independent Contract Agreement. As he has declined to be interviewed
at this time, the reason for burying the 1080 has not been able to be confirmed or a discussion had
to explore this and other violations identified by his employee.

An earlier incident where a 5kg bag of 1080 was discovered by a hunter in the block was stated by
the contractor to be as a result of a worker losing his GPS. The contractor stated a message was left
on the contract supervisors phone about this, but no evidence of this message was found.
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There is a very small pool of contractors interested in tendering for this work.
Contractor non-compliance with contract method specifications appears to be common practice.
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There appears to be a level of complacency around the use of hazardous substances on the part of
the contractor.
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The successful completion of the contract is result-driven which may be promoting unsafe and noncompliant behaviours.
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DOC staff were under pressure, due to a number of people filling in for others. This and a high
priority Ulva Island incursion meant that monitoring of the contractor undertaking the work as per
PCBU and Contractor Management Responsibilities docdm-836257, which you would expect when a
high-profile toxin is being used, did not take place. While this monitoring in all likelihood may not
have uncovered any bait mis-handling, regular monitoring may have motivated the contractor to be
compliant.
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While not leading directly to this incident, it was found that the Contractor was not requested to
provide a site-specific Safety Plan despite this being a requirement of the Independent Contract
Agreement. The Safety Plan supplied as part of the Request for Tender documents related to a
different site not on the island.
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The person who ran the tender process in the absence of the Senior Ranger Biodiversity and who
was the contract supervisor until late April had not completed the departments Health & Safety
Contract Management course. Jan 2019 correction - this person was not the Contract Supervisor
and the Contract Supervisor role had not been transferred. The nominated Contract Supervisor had
completed the appropriate training and was suitably qualified and experienced to oversee the
contract delivery.
Close reason / comments:
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Internal investigations of this incident are completed, learning's and actions have been identified
and documented. . Risk manager has been identified as a appropriate place as a repository for all
correspondence and documentation. External investigations are currently in process and we are
awaiting the outcome. Learning's and actions from this investigation will also be captured.

Incident ID: 804745
Location: Ops Southern SI – Te Anau
Date: 25 September 2017
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Incident title: 50kg bait spill while unloading truck
Hazard Source: Hazardous substances
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Risk rating: 1. Negligible
Accident Description:
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When truck arrived at 1080 store and curtain sider had its sides pulled back it was found that a bag
had been rubbing on a centre post. This pallet had moved in transit. A rip in the bag had been
created and an amount of bait had been spilled on to the truck (about 50kg) as the centre pole was
removed for unloading.
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As soon as the bait spill was identified another truck was parked out the front on the road side so
that the public could not see the clean-up.
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PPE was being worn by s 9(2)(a) The bait was collected and bagged up. The ripped bag was taped up.
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The area was washed down by using buckets of water - a learning form this is that there is no
outside water tap which we will ask the landlord to install. s 9(2)(a)
Logistics Manager BfoB) will
follow this up.

O

Immediate Corrective Action Taken:

The bait spill kit was used and the bait collected and put in a bag.
was wearing PPE as per SOP.

he

s 9(2)
(a)
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The area was washed down with buckets of water as it was found that there was no outside tap that
could be used.
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BfoB Logistics Manager and Ops Manager were notified of incident.
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Description of Findings:

Outdoor water tap is required on building.
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Bait Transportation SOP should be checked to ensure that rubbing of bait bags on parts of truck is
identified.
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Close reason / comments:
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Actions awaiting landlord follow up - has been notified

Incident ID: 411679
Location: Ops Western SI : Greymouth
Date: 13 October 2014
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Incident title: 1080 monitoring
Hazard Source: Hazardous substances
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Risk rating: 1. Negligible
Accident Description:
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Three contractors on a 1080 loading site showed small traces of 1080 in their urine samples after
testing. All test results showed that the exposure was well below the biological exposure limits as set
by MBIE. It has been agreed that these results warrant a minor investigation to determine,
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1. where these breaches occurred

In

2. or wether cross contamination occurred

3. and put in place measures for future operations to mitigate exposure to staff and contractors.
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Immediate Corrective Action Taken:

ffi

1. Follow up test results with a letter to affected parties and their employer.
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2. Initiate an appropriate investigation

Brief description of incident:

he

Description of Findings:
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Three contractors on a 1080 loading site tested positive for 1080 after routine health monitoring
was undertaken. The test results for all three indicated that the exposure to 1080 was well below
the biological exposure limit of 0.015 ug /ml as set by the MBIE. The three positive samples ranged
from 0.001 ug /ml – 0.003 ug /ml.
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Two workers tested positive on the 13th of November 2014 and the other on the 14th November
2014.
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Description of findings:
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Organisational Factors:
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The safe handling sheet # 1 for handling bait or open packages and working underneath helicopters
requires the minimum specifications of workers to be wearing eye protection goggles, product codes
253456 or 300381; these should be worn over prescription glasses if necessary. Workers are also
required to wear respiratory protection, either Moldex 7000 or 8000 series with moldex filter P2/P3
disc 7940A for the 7000 series or for the 8000 an assembled respirator with a P2 filter.
The investigator found that workers involved in this operation were not complying with the
procedure outlined in the safe handling sheet # 1 for handling Cereal 1080 Pellets.

As part of the Departments health monitoring programme the workers of this 1080 operation where
required to supply a urine samples to a trained DOC Ranger.
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The investigator found that the procedures for obtaining the urine samples on the 14th November
were not followed due to operational factors at the 1080 loading site.
Task and Environmental Conditions
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The contractor was required to load 25 kg bait bags of cereal 1080 pallets off a truck deck and into a
dummy hopper before being loaded into the helicopter hopper/bucket prior to being aerially sown.
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The contractor originally submitted a price for this work based on 300 kg bulk bags; however this
was changed several days before the operation started due to the unavailability of toxic bait in this
configuration. The contractor was subsequently advised and re priced the work accordingly for 25
kg bags, due to the increase in labour required to handle the 25 kg bags at the loading site.
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Individual – Team actions
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All the workers supplied a baseline urine test in the morning on the 13th November 2014, prior to
the operation starting. These tests met the requirements of the monitoring for occupational
exposure to 1080 as described in the information sheet produced for the Animal Health Board by
Landcare Research NZ. All the workers supplied a negative test as would be expected.
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On the evening of the 13th November following completion of work at the 1080 loading site the
workers were supplied with the kit for another sample. All the workers received the correct
information and how to supply the sample. The workers subsequently left the work site between
8.30 pm – 9.00 pm. They returned to their accommodation in the Maruia Valley and in Reefton. The
samples that were supplied from the two workers that tested positive on the 13th were taken
exactly as described in the information sheet on how to give a good urine sample.
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It must be noted that the two workers were unable to give these samples until 10.00 pm and 11.00
pm respectively. This is acceptable according to the guidelines provided. Both workers described
returning to their motel and having a drink as they were quite dehydrated, then showering and
changing in to clean clothes prior to supplying the sample. Neither of the two went to the toilet
prior to supplying the sample. Once they had supplied the sample they had a meal and retired for
the night.
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The worker that supplied the positive sample on the 14th November was tested at the work
site. The worker was not able to take a shower or change his work clothes prior to supplying the
sample, as the operation had finished and everyone was returning to their home locations. There
were no showers on site. The investigator would be reasonably confident that this sample could
have been contaminated as the procedures for obtaining the sample were not followed.
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Absent Failed Defences
On the 13th and the 14th of November one worker described wearing sunglasses and not the eye
protection goggles as prescribed on the safe handling sheet. The reason given for this was that it
was sunny and the safety goggles fogged preventing the worker for being able to see while working
under a helicopter. This was discussed with the site supervisor and the site controller and the
worker was told that as long as it didn’t get to dusty that the sunglasses could continue to be
worn. This worker was also wearing a Moldex 8000 series assembled respirator with a P2 filter. A
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requirement of this worker was that the worker maintained radio communications with the
helicopter pilots, as well as emptying bait bags into a hopper, folding up empty bait bags and storing
them as well as unhooking and hooking on bait buckets from the helicopters. The worker had
difficulty in maintaining communications while wearing the respirator and had to lift the respirator
from the face while talking into a headset mounted mike. This worker tested positive only on the
13th November. These acts were seen by the site supervisor on site and discussed with the overall
operation controller but were not acted upon. The reason given for this was that this person was a
key member of the contractor’s team and if the person was made to comply with the safe handling
sheet the contractor would struggle to deliver the work.
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The other worker that tested positive on the 13th November was wearing all the correct PPE. The
worker was emptying bait bags as well as folding bait bags and storing them and was also assisting
with unhooking and hooking bait buckets on and off the helicopters. The worker described
removing the respirator and goggles during the day when there was a lull in activity. The goggles
were not removed completely but were pushed to the forehead resting on the workers hat and the
respirator was placed in a safe location in the work area.
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On the 13th November this worker described to the investigator pulling the goggles back on to
return to work and then having to deal with particles of dust in an eye, which he had to
subsequently remove before continuing to work.
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The investigator is confident that these acts could have contributed to the positive urine tests for
1080 on the 13th November, but also notes that both workers performed the same tasks on the
14th November and in the case of one of these workers not complying with the safe handling sheet
in regards to safety goggles but on the day testing negative to 1080.
Close reason / comments:
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Incident fully investigated and findings conveyed to management

Incident ID: 345497
Location: Ops Northern SI – South Marlborough
Date: 27 January 2014
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Incident title: 1080 laid
Hazard Source: Hazardous substances
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Risk rating: 2. Low

Commenced work and found 1080 had been spread on the area to be hunted.
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Immediate Corrective Action Taken:
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Accident Description:
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Secured dogs, checked the date on signs found in hut.
Description of Findings:
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Discussed this with two staff involved and ascertained that they took the right course of action by
securing their dogs and finding our when the poison had been laid. They then decided that it was
safe to work in the area as sufficient time had elapsed since the application.
Close reason / comments:
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Incident reported, investigated and discussed with hunting team.

Incident ID: 52887
Location: Ops Central NI - Tauranga
Date: 29 September 2011
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Incident title: Exposure to toxin
Hazard Source: Hazardous substances
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Safety consequence: Near Miss/No injury
Potential consequence: 1. Insignificant (non lost time, first aid)
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Accident Description:

was weed eating Larry's Track and cut through a 1080 bait that was lying on the track. The
bait splattered onto his face through safety visor and on neck area.
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s 9(2)(a)
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Immediate Corrective Action Taken:
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Washed material off in river then walked track and removed further baits.
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Description of Findings:

Incident closed without required simple investigation being completed. Too much time has now
elapsed for any investigation to be meaningful.
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Close reason / comments:
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Baits washed out and harmless, AHB operation had been discussd with EAmployee and programme
manager. Need to take into account in future when doing track maintenance after 1080 operations

Incident ID: 39306
Location: Ops Southern SI – South Marlborough
Date: 23 December 2010
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Incident title: Toxic bait
Hazard Source: Hazardous substances
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Risk rating: 3. Medium
Accident Description:

rm

Immediate Corrective Action Taken:

desk in the fish room.

at

A green polord bait which appears to be a 1080 bait was found on s 9(2)(a)
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Suspected bait placed in plastic bag and removed to locked draw in bio threats room.
Description of Findings:
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The bait was not Toxic as first suspected but a mock up for previous consultation work at another
area\conservancy
Close reason / comments:
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Staff member spoken to regarding incident.

Incident ID: 25469
Location: Ops Northern SI - Sounds
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Date: 3 June 2009
Incident title: Stray 1080 pellet
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Hazard Source: Hazardous substances
Safety consequence: Near Miss/No injury
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Potential consequence: 2. Low
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Accident Description:
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Waitohi was used to transport 1080 pellets to Endeavour Inlet. The transport was arranged early in
the morning because the boat was to be used later in the day. Waitohi was loaded in the dark,
unloaded in day light. On emptying the boat at Furneaux two loose pellets were found (one on the
wharf and one on the rear deck of the boat). One bag was subsequently found to have opened
(stitching failed). s 9(2) had specified synthetic bags prior to manufacture due to multiple handling
( )
and damper conditions possible associated with boat transport. The area surrounding the boat
loading site was checked by torch light, the boat was also checked after the two pellets were seen unfortunately the area behind the seat covers in the rear of the boat was not.
Immediate Corrective Action Taken:

O

informed all those on board of the situation, upon arriving back in Picton he disposed of the
pellet in one of the marina rubbish tins (the pellet had disintegrated by this stage).
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s 9(2)
(a)

Description of Findings:
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Staff to be made aware in H & S Safety Plan DOC staff were under pressure, due to a number of
people filling in for others. This and a high priority Ulva Island incursion meant that monitoring of the
contractor undertaking the work as per PCBU and Contractor Management Responsibilities docdm836257, which you would expect when a high-profile toxin is being used, did not take place. While
this monitoring in all likelihood may not have uncovered any bait mis-handling, regular monitoring
may have motivated the contractor to be compliant.
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While not leading directly to this incident, it was found that the Contractor was not requested to
provide a site-specific Safety Plan despite this being a requirement of the Independent Contract
Agreement. The Safety Plan supplied as part of the Request for Tender documents related to a
different site not on the island.
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The person who ran the tender process in the absence of the Senior Ranger Biodiversity and who
was the contract supervisor until late April had not completed the departments Health & Safety
Contract Management course. Jan 2019 correction - this person was not the Contract Supervisor
and the Contract Supervisor role had not been transferred. The nominated Contract Supervisor had
completed the appropriate training and was suitably qualified and experienced to oversee the
contract delivery.
Close reason / comments:

♦ Safe Handling Sheet # 1 ♦

Cereal Pellets - Aerial
(1080, brodifacoum, pindone pellets)
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n

work.

Standards for every task

sites.

 Potential hazards, spillage and accident procedures are discussed before starting the
 Hand-washing facilities are available, e.g. soap, paper towels, clean water.
 Protective clothing and equipment is removed, and hands/arms/face thoroughly

at

washed at the end of a task or before eating, drinking, smoking or using the toilet.
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 The pesticide must not be opened or handled in a poorly ventilated or confined area.
 Everyone handling pesticides has read and has available at all times:
 A current (up to date) copy of this safe handling sheet
 The product label
 SDS (safety data sheet)
 Manufacturer’s instructions for use and maintenance of PPE (where they exist)
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Standards for every task

 Only people lawfully assisting in the operation remain in the vicinity of the loading
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Pesticide Handling & Personal Protective Equipment Standards
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Task 1: Handling unopened packages
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Standards for this task:
 Follow “Standards for every task” given above.
 When receiving packaged pesticides, check the product label matches the contents.
 The pesticide packaging is inspected for damage that may lead to a spill.
 Operators of forklifts or other machinery used for loading or unloading pesticide hold appropriate
licences/qualifications where required.
Minimum Specifications

Product Code

Protective clothing – overalls – Yakka poly/cotton zip (white)

1221

Protective clothing – disposable – Kleenguard coverall (white)

151564

Foot protection – gumboots Bata Safemate (white)

SAFEMATE

Hand protection – manual handling – Hyflex NBR2

501075

Hand protection – Rubber – Nitrile chemical glove Mapa

492

1
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Type

Task 2: Handling bait or open packages
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Standards for this task:
 Follow “Standards for every task” given above.
 Food and drink is kept away from the pesticide.
 All equipment used to handle, dispense or carry pesticides (e.g. bucket or hopper) must be fit
for purpose and be free of defects (i.e. no damage that may lead to spill).
Type

Minimum Specifications

Product Code

Eye protection – goggles – Ultrasonic clear UVEX

253456

(wear over prescription glasses where necessary)

Eye protection – goggles – Gogglegear AO safety

300381

(wear over prescription glasses where necessary)

Department of Conservation
Last printed 8/02/2019 11:40:00 a.m.

Safe Handling Sheet 1 (Cereal Pellets Aerial) DOCDM-22712

Respiratory protection – disposable masks – respirator P2
dust Moldex 2700
Respiratory protection – disposable masks – respirator P2 dust
Moldex 2300
Protective clothing – overalls – Yakka poly/cotton zip (white)

405364

Protective clothing – disposable – Kleenguard coverall (white)

151564

Foot protection – gumboots Bata Safemate (white)

SAFEMATE

Hand protection – manual handling – Hyflex NBR2

501075

Hand protection – Rubber – Nitrile chemical glove Mapa

492

405359

at
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1221

Task 3: Working under helicopter

Type

In

fo

rm

Standards for this task:
 Follow “Standards for every task” given above.
 Staff must not be positioned under the aircraft approach or departure paths.
 Check the bucket/hopper is closed before filling begins.
 When fully loaded, the bait does not sit above the top edge of the bucket.
Minimum Specifications

407273 &
407280
8752A
410

ffi
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Respiratory protection – half masks – Moldex 7000 series with
Moldex filter P2/P3 disc 7940A
Respiratory protection – half masks – Moldex 8000 series –
assembled respirator with P2 filter
Head protection – helmets – hard hat fluoro colour

Product Code

O

(use hearing protection and ensure helmet secure in rotorwash)

Eye protection – goggles – Ultrasonic clear UVEX

253456

he

(wear over prescription glasses where necessary)

Eye protection – goggles – Gogglegear AO safety

300381

(wear over prescription glasses where necessary)
1221

Protective clothing – disposable – Kleenguard coverall (white)

151564

Foot protection – gumboots Bata Safemate (white)

SAFEMATE
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Protective clothing – overalls – Yakka poly/cotton zip (white)

d

Hand protection – manual handling – Hyflex NBR2

492

ea

se

Hand protection – Rubber – Nitrile chemical glove Mapa

501075

Task 4: Clearing bait off tracks/ Handling samples away from loading site
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Standards for this task:
 Follow “Standards for every task” given above.
 Sample containers are marked to clearly identify contents (i.e. the name of substance, the
pictogram for toxic substances, and a “warning poison” statement), and carried/stored in a
container/bag with the product label clearly visible on the outside.
 Gloves are worn to handle the bait.
Type

Minimum Specifications

Product Code

Hand protection – Disposable – Glove, Nitrile Disposable

122777

Hand protection – Rubber – Nitrile chemical glove Mapa

492

Readily available
Department of Conservation
Last printed 8/02/2019 11:40:00 a.m.

Safe Handling Sheet 1 (Cereal Pellets Aerial) DOCDM-22712

Task 5: Clean up and disposal

ffi

Minimum Specifications

Product Code

Protective clothing – overalls – Yakka poly/cotton zip (white)

1221

Protective clothing – disposable – Kleenguard coverall (white)

151564
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Type
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Standards for this task:
 Follow “Standards for every task” given above.
 Contaminated safety equipment, machinery and any other equipment that has been in contact
with the pesticide are thoroughly washed at a location where runoff is unlikely to enter any natural
water body.
 Surplus pesticide (meaning fresh bait that is still OK for use) is stored in its original packaging with
the product label attached and SDS available.
 Used or redundant pesticide scheduled for disposal must be:
 securely contained with the product label, and
 taken to a disposal facility approved by a local authority, and
 delivered with the product SDS to disposal personnel who hold the appropriate controlled
substance licence (where required), OR Where transport to disposal facility impractical/unsafe,
follow the product label regarding disposal. Do not burn 1080 bait.
 Aircraft hopper or helicopter bucket are thoroughly washed before they leave the treatment area.
The pilot is responsible for decontamination of the aircraft and cannot leave the treatment area
without checking for pesticide contamination (e.g. on helicopter skids, control pedals, PPE).
 No pesticide bags shall be re-used for any other purpose.
 Contaminated packaging and equipment for disposal must be sealed in clearly labelled containers
which identify contents and taken to a disposal facility approved by a local authority. OR Where
transport to disposal facility impractical/unsafe, follow the product label regarding disposal. Do not
burn 1080 packaging.
 Regional Council and Local Authority disposal requirements for pesticides, containers, equipment,
carcasses must be met at all times (e.g. discharge consent to air/water).
 Once contaminated material is sealed in clearly labelled containers for disposal, the PPE
standards for ‘unopened packages’ above apply.

Protective clothing – aprons – heavy duty PVC apron 54 (white)

PA54

rt

(together with overalls specified above when washing down)

de

Foot protection – gumboots Bata Safemate (white)

un

Hand protection – manual handling – Hyflex NBR

SAFEMATE

501075

(do not use these gloves when washing down- use Nitrile gloves)
492
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Hand protection – Rubber – Nitrile chemical glove Mapa

Situation 1: Maintenance and storage of personal protective equipment (PPE)

ea

 All PPE, including footwear is cleaned after use. See DOC-5628137 for a guide to washing
pesticide contaminated clothing.

 PPE is stored clean and dry and protected from exposure to workplace contaminants when not in

R
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use. Overalls must be dedicated to pesticides work.

 Respirator cartridges are stored in sealed containers.
 Follow the PPE manufacturer’s instructions for maintenance and use (where these exist).
 Contaminated clothing is securely contained and labelled for either:
 Commercial laundering
 Separate washing
 Disposal, through the use of disposable versions of PPE
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Situation 2: Pesticide misapplied, lost, spilled or stolen
 Report incident immediately to DOC supervisor.
 Report the nature and quantity of the substance misapplied, lost, spilled or stolen within 24
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hours to:
 All consent providers (remember to check consent conditions for any additional reporting
requirements).
 The nearest Police station for vertebrate pesticides requiring a Controlled Substance Licence.
 Each owner or occupier of the land on which the substance may have been misapplied, lost or
spilt. If stock may have been exposed to 1080, advise the owner of this risk and remove stock
from the area of misapplication or spill.
 The Regional Council(s) and Medical Officer of Health in whose area the substance may have
been misapplied, lost or spilt.
 The EPA via an email to hsincidents@epa.govt.nz. If the misapplication, loss, spill or theft
occurred during an operation, refer to the reference number of the DOC permission.
 Record actions taken to notify affected parties and recover it. Use a log-book to specify the
timing and who was involved for each action
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Situation 3: Suspected poisoning
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 Follow information on product label and SDS to provide first aid:
 Where necessary contact manufacturer for further information or take advice from National
Poisons centre ph 0800 764 766.
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 In all cases seek medical advice:
 Contact emergency services where necessary (Dial 111)
 Take patient to medical centre or hospital
 Follow departmental health and safety reporting procedures.
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Note:
1. Product codes listed are from NZ Safety Blackwoods.
2. Equipment in bold type is the more commonly used option.
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Procedures for monitoring the health of staff and
contractors who use 1080
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Standard Operating Procedure
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Consent form docdm-267222
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Urine sampling procedures for occupational health nurse docdm-286268
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Purpose
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I.
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Process
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The primary purpose of these procedures is to provide a safe and healthy working
environment for staff that use 1080 by putting in place an employee health surveillance
programme that, with the informed consent of employees , will monitor their exposure to
1080.
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The process of health monitoring involves sampling staff and arranging for the sample to
be sent to Landcare for testing using a unique numerical identifier. Results are sent to the
Department’s occupational health advisor Dr Mark Floyd, who will match the result with
the employee (or contractor), and contact that person with their result. A positive result
will require a discussion with that person’s Manager, as outlined in this document.

he
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Employee consents to monitoring

Landcare send result
to Dr Floyd
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Sample taken and sent
to Landcare

Dr Floyd discusses any
positive results with the
Manager

Dr Floyd reports to the
Department on results for
that operation

Manager intervenes as
outlined in the SOP
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Dr Floyd interprets results
and contacts employee
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III.
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Level II or higher managers are authorised to approve variation from SOP requirements and are accountable for those decisions . They are required to use
their professional judgement and seek advice or escalate when in doubt. All decisions should be documented. It is expected that variations from
requirements will be the exception rather than the norm, and that legal and health and safety requirements are effecti vely compulsory. Common sense
should prevail in the case of exceptional or emergency field situations.
The consequences of not complying with this SOP include: 1) compromising the safety of staff, 2) not meeting industry standar ds, and 3) failure to
comply with the Health & Safety in Employment Act.

Who is accountable for
carrying out the
requirement

For variations from the
requirement, seek
approval from:

Links

Ensure all staff have Safe Handling Sheets available and comply with them

Senior Ranger

Conservation Services
Manager

Hazard Controls

Senior Ranger

Conservation Services
Manager

Observer

Ensure all staff and contractors included in a selected 1080 operation are
involved in the health monitoring programme

Director

Deputy Director-General,
Conservation Services

Health Monitoring
Procedures

Ensure consent is gained from all workers participating in health monitoring

Senior Ranger

Conservation Services
Manager

Consent

Ensure appropriate sampling equipment is purchased in advance

Senior Ranger

Conservation Services
Manager

Sampling equipment
required

Ensure the urine sampling procedures pamphlet is handed to all workers
participating in health monitoring prior to the operation

Senior Ranger

Conservation Services
Manager

Sampling

Ensure that transportation of the samples is undertaken strictly in
accordance with procedures

Senior Ranger

Conservation Services
Manager

Transport of samples

Conservation Services
Manager

Conservation Services
Manager

Manager intervention
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Ensure an observer is appointed for each operation where health monitoring
will be undertaken
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Requirements
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Ensure that the Area Manager responds appropriately and effectively to any
detectable levels
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Amendments
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1.

Overview
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1080 as a hazard
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While 1080 has well characterized acute effects in humans from intentional or rarely
inadvertent ingestion much less is known about the effects of long term exposur e to doses
each insufficient on its own to cause acute poisoning. The assumption (from the effects of
sub-lethal exposure seen in animals) is that any human exposure to 1080 should be
regarded as a hazard and avoided wherever possible, or at least kept to below the
Biological Exposure Index.
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The Biological Exposure Index (BEI)

Health effects of 1080

Routes of entry into the body
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Refer to the 1080 factsheet docdm-285662
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Refer to the 1080 factsheet docdm-285662
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Refer to the 1080 factsheet docdm-285662
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Hazard Management
Who is accountable

For variations, seek
approval from:

Ensure all staff have available and
comply with the Safe Handling Sheet

Senior Ranger

Conservation Services
Manager

Ensure an observer is appointed for
each operation where health
monitoring will be undertaken

Senior Range

Conservation Services
manager

at
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Requirements
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2.
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Hazard Controls
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All work activities involving the handling, s torage, application and disposal of formulations
containing 1080 in the Department should be regarded as a potential hazard to personnel
directly involved in these processes or working in close pro ximity to areas where they are
carried out.

ffi

Hazard management controls include the correct use of personal protective equipment and
clothing, information, training and supervision. Health monitoring also measures the
effectiveness of these controls and can only work when these are in place.
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Observer
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O

Follow the Safe Handling of Pesticides SOP (docdm-22730). Everyone is to have available,
know and comply with the appropriate safe handling sheets which outline further safety
controls and personal protective equipment standards. Also refer to the Animal Health
Board 1080 best practice pamphlet, docdm-285804.
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An observer will be nominated for each operation where employee health monitoring is
being undertaken to record any possible issues of non co mpliance. This person is to
observe and record compliance using the following relevant factsheet (s).

Safe Handling Sheet

Coverage

1

Aerial application of 1080, brodifacoum, pindone pellets

3

Cereal pellets - Aerial
[DOCDM-22712]
Cereal pellets - Ground based
methods [DOCDM-22715]
Block bait [DOCDM-22716]

5

Paste baits [DOCDM-22724]

6

Carrot or Apple bait [DOCDM22725]

d

#
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Handlaying, Bait stations & Bait bags using cereal pellets
including wax coated cereal pellets
Wax blocks, No Possums™ gel blocks, Pestoff™ rodent
blocks, Racumin paste
Handlaying, bait stations and bait bags. Xstinguish wasp
or Xstinguish ant paste,1080, cyanide, phosphorus paste,
1080 5% or 10% gel, pre-prepared alpha-chloralose
pastes (25g/kg)
Aerial application, handlaying, bait stations using carrot
or apple bait
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3.

Health Monitoring Procedures

3.1

WHO SHOULD BE MONITORED?
Who is accountable

For variations, seek
approval from:

Ensure all staff and contractors
involved in a selected 1080
operations are included in the health
monitoring programme

Director

Deputy DirectorGeneral,
Conservation Services
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Requirements
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The Deputy Director-General, Conservation Services will advise of the operation(s)
selected for health monitoring. When an operation is selected, all workers (employees or
contractors) who undertake duties involving the handling, storage, application and
disposal of formulations containing 1080 will be included in the monitoring programme
(notwithstanding the requirements for consent - see below).
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Budget Requirements

CONSENT
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3.2
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Budget for $204 per person for >10 samples, $262 for 4-10 samples, and $348 for 1-3 samples
to cover the cost of the testing, in addition to the costs outlined in Section 3.3.
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Requirements

For variations, seek
approval from:

Senior Ranger

Conservation Services
Manager

de

Ensure consent is gained from all
workers participating in health
monitoring

Who is accountable

un

Consent Process
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Everyone who is providing a urine sample must first give consent – consent form docdm267222. The signed forms are to be handed to the occupational health nurse at the
operation prior to sampling.
It is important to communicate to workers that the primary purpose of 1080 monitoring is
to protect them from possible exposure to 1080 . It is in everyone’s interests that exposure
of workers to 1080 is absolutely minimised, and this m onitoring program based on routine
urine sampling being the easiest way to measure this.
Employees should be provided with adequate information and the opportunity to ask
questions about why and how monitoring will be carried out, but there is a voluntary
element to the provision of urine samples. The 1080 factsheet docdm-285662 is to be
supplied to all workers involved in the operation

DOCDM-267053
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Non Consent
Those who do not give consent will still be involved in the 1080 operation as normal but it
must be made clear to them that the Department will be unable to adequately monitor
their health in relation to any possible exposure to 1080.

HOW TO MONITOR
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3.3

Sampling equipment required
Who is accountable

For variations, seek
approval from:

Ensure appropriate sampling
equipment is purchased in advance

Programme Manager

Area Manager
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Requirements

Arrange, well in advance, the purchase of the following items:

clean disposable cups -off the shelf picnic cups (Area to arrange)

-

freezer packs (Area to arrange)

-

polystyrene chilly bins - choose size depending on number of samples (Area to
arrange)

-

permanent ink marker (Occupational Health Nurse to arrange)

-

specimen containers and labels (Catalogue LBS30004, Biolab ph 0800 933 966, advise
DOC quotation no. B64674) – Safety and Wellbeing Manager to supply

ffi
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Sampling
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Requirements

For variations, seek
approval from:

Senior Ranger

Conservation Services
Manager

de
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Ensure the urine sampling procedures
pamphlet is handed to all workers
participating in health monitoring
prior to the operation

Who is accountable

un

Planning the sampling
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Operations targeted for monitoring will be advised by the relevant Deputy DirectorGeneral, Conservation Services well in advance of them occurring so preparations can be
made. These include budgeting, purchasing of sampling equipment, arranging consent,
etc.
The sampling will be coordinated by the occupational health nurse using the steps
outlined in docdm-286268.
Staff are to use the urine sampling procedures as outlined in docdm-285809. This will be
provided by the Programme Manager to all employees and contractors involved in the
monitoring. Urine samples will be taken in a clean environment free from any possibility of
sample contamination i.e. well away from areas where 1080 products are handled,
transported or stored. Sample containers must not become contaminated in any way, even
externally.
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Frequency of sampling
The first sample at an operation must be taken at least 14 days after working at any
previous 1080 operation and must be taken within 24 hours prior to commencement of the
operation and well away from the site (can be taken at home the night before) .
•

The second and remaining samples will normally be taken within 2 hours after the
end of the shift (day), and certainly by the end of the evening, avoiding going to the toilet
between finishing the shift and providing the sample and after the worker has removed
protective gear and outer clothi ng, showered or washed hands thoroughly and dressed in
clean clothes.
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•
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Workers can be given appropriate containers to take home and return the sample to the
occupational health nurse the following day. But the sample must be taken within 2 hours
of the end of the shift.

Labelling and identifying samples
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The sample is to be taken into a clean, disposable cup and transferred to the 70-mL
polypropylene specimen containers, although the sample can be given directly into the
specimen container. A minimum volume of 40 mL (two tablespoons) is required as samples
may need to be analysed in duplicate to confirm the result. For information on how to give
a good urine sample see Landcare pamphlet docdm-285809.
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The occupational health nurse will ensure all labels are properly identified. The nurse will use
the Urine Sample Submission Form (docdm-267341) for this.
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Requirements

O

Transport of samples

ffi

All samples, and the results of these, are to be recorded on the 1080 Health Monitori ng
Worker Track Record form (docdm-267795), and kept confidential by the Area Manager.
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Ensure that transportation of the
samples is undertaken strictly in
accordance with procedures

Who is accountable

For variations, seek
approval from:

Senior Ranger

Conservation Services
Manager
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Prior arrangement for adequate frozen storage and transport of samples taken at work sites
in remote areas may need to be considered e.g. portable refrigerator or dedicated transport
of samples from site arranged. The samples should be:
kept chilled (~5°C) while awaiting transport,
frozen (at least -4°C) if they are to be stored longer than 1 day before transport to the
laboratory.
•
transported chilled (3–10°C), or frozen, to the testing laboratory ideally within 2 days
of sampling. This is best accomplished by including freezer packs with the sample set and
packing in a polystyrene chillybin (supplied by the Area).
•
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•

Samples will be sent by door-to-door courier. No special declaration is required. Clearly
address to:
Lynn Booth
Toxicology Laboratory
Landcare Research
Gerald Street
Lincoln, Canterbury 7640
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CONSEQUENCES OF A POSITIVE RESULT
Who is accountable

For variations, seek
approval from:

Ensure that Manager responds
appropriately and effectively to any
detectable levels

Conservation Services
Manager

Conservation Services
Manager
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Requirements
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3.4
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Results of testing
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Results of all samples will be sent to the Department’s occupational health advisor Dr Mark
Floyd. Dr Floyd will interpret results and then contact the individual and his/her Manager.
Dr Floyd will report the results of each operation to the Department through the Health
and Safety Advisor in a manner that doesn’t identify individuals.
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A positive result
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A positive result is a result above the BEI (i.e. 15 µg fluoroacetate per litre). However
urine samples that are below the BEI but still have a detectable concentration of
fluoroacetate (i.e. concentrations of 1) still indicate that exposure has occurre d. If a
urine sample returns any detectable levels of fluoroacetate Dr Floyd will review the result
and contact both the individual and the Manager.
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If a result is returned that is close to or above the BEI, Landcare will likely ask for a re -test.

Manager intervention
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If the result shows any detectable level, then t he Manager will review that individual’s
previous monitoring history (if any), and the circumstances of the job and shift on which
the positive urine sample was given using the safe handling checklist completed by the
observer.
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In these cases further attention is needed to appropriate health a nd safety precautions, and
at least one ‘follow up’ monitoring of the individual will be required. If contamination of
the sample was unlikely, post-shift monitoring of that individual will be carried out on the
next relevant job. For further advice contact Dr Mark Floyd, email mdfloydnz@gmail.com.
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Repeated tests indicating exposure may indicate that:
•

the SOP is not providing adequate protection from occupational exposure to 1080, or

the employee is not following the SOP (hence the importance of the role of the
observer).
•

The Manager will need to consider such results on a case -by-case basis to determine the
most likely explanation and their action in response (particularly if the result was above
BEI) e.g.:
audit of handling practices and PPE to identify potential instances of exposure during
the task associated with the result
•
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change of handling practice and PPE to prevent suspected exposure and re-monitor
(provide feedback to the Safe Handling of Pesticides SOP coordinator so safe handling
sheets can be reviewed)
•

•

stand-down of the individual from jobs that were associated with an above-BEI result.
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Reporting and Investigating of Incidents of Exposure
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Where exposure above the BEI has occurred it is to be recorded into Risk Manager as an
incident. It is to be rated medium or high risk potential and investigated in accordance
with Departmental procedures. Such an incident must also be covered in the Pestlink
report.
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Reference Materials
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1080 Factsheet docdm-285662
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Monitoring pest control industry workers for occupational exposure to sodium
fluoroacetate (1080): Guideline for em ployers (draft), National Pest Control Agencies
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Guidelines for the Safe Use of Sodium Fluoroacetate
(http://www.business.govt.nz/worksafe/information -guidance/all-guidance-items/sodiumfluoroacetate-1080-guidelines-for-the-safe-use-of/1080guidelines.pdf), WorkSafe NZ.
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Safe Handling of Pesticides SOP (docdm-22730), Department of Conservation
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